Engage your customers like never before with Station Duo. Run loyalty programs, contribute change to causes, capture contact information, accept mobile wallets and more.

Let them drive
Station Duo comes with a smart terminal for your customers. That means they can confirm their orders, enter their contact information for rewards and complete payment faster.

Accept all major payment types
Let your customers pay how they want to pay. Swipe, dip or tap. Credit, debit or EBT, NFC payments including Apple Pay®, Google Pay®, Alipay® and more.

Move at the speed of now
Station Duo is a fast, high performance point-of-sale (POS) system. From inventory and orders to managing your staff and running reports, it’s all at your fingertips.

The smart and simple way to run your business more securely
- Secure – Help protect your business and customer information with end-to-end encryption and data tokenization and integrated EMV® chip sensors.
- 24/7/365 Support – You can’t do it all on your own. When you need help, we’ve got your back.
Station Duo

A smart POS system built for speed and simplicity

Tackle your daily traffic spikes without breaking a sweat. Station Duo is a fast, customer-engaging POS, designed for speed, security and engagement.

Meet (and reward) your biggest fans
Station Duo’s smart terminal makes it easy to gather contact information and build lasting customer loyalty with built-in Clover Rewards.

Give back to your community
Give back to your community with charity apps that enable donations and change rounding at checkout, and strengthen the sense of doing good.

Cut the counter clutter
One central hub for power and processing. One screen for you, one for your customers.

Business control at your fingertips
Access and manage your back-of-house data, reports and payroll anywhere you need to run your business. See the patterns and trends driving your sales and take a smarter approach to marketing.

Technical Specifications
- A high-res 14” display for the merchant and an 8” display for the customer, both with chemically strengthened cover glass with anti-fingerprint coating
- Integrated LTE for primary or fallback connectivity
- Fast receipt printer

Contact a sales executive or relationship manager to get started.
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